Functional equivalences form the basis for semantics, an important component of human language. Among other things, they allow us to learn about objects or actions in their absence. There is good evidence that animals, such as pigeons, can acquire functional equivalences as well. The most studied procedure for establishing functional equivalences in pigeons involves many-to-one matching-to-sample training in which two samples are associated with the same correct comparison stimulus. The evidence for the development of simple functional equivalences when two sample stimuli are associated with a common comparison stimulus comes from several sources. The most convincing procedure for demonstrating functional equivalences in pigeons is the transfer of training design in which a new association acquired by one member of a presumed equivalence set results in an emergent relation with the other member of the set. Further, research suggests that the stimuli that comprise an equivalence set are represented by one of those samples. Finally, two other procedures used with pigeons have been shown to result in functional equivalences. One of these involves symmetry training in which two stimuli are presented successively in both orders. The other involves discriminations in which there are multiple successive reversals.
Alice, a three year old, has learned that dogs are playful animals that lick your face and wag their tail. She looks happy when she sees a dog or when someone tells her about a dog. However, one day, when out for a walk, she passes a yard with a fenced in dog that barks loudly and lunges at her. When she gets home her mother tells he that her friend Jimmy has a new dog and they are going to go to Jimmy's house to see it. Alice now shows some anxiety and isn't sure that she wants to visit Jimmy. Alice has transferred some of the experience she had with the unfriendly dog to hearing about Jimmy's dog without having had an unpleasant experience with the word dog.
When objects and symbols for those objects take on similar meaning, emergent relations often develop between them such that a change in the meaning of one results in the change in the meaning of the other. These functional equivalences form the basis for an important component of human language, semantics, and allow us to learn about the attributes of objects or actions in their absence. The admonition, "Don't drive to work on Main Street. There is a major traffic jam." is likely to produce a change in behavior without actually experiencing the problem.
Several years ago Peter Urcuioli and I embarked on a program of research to determine if animals, in particular pigeons, have the ability to form functional equivalences that would allow them to acquire relations between stimuli without specific prior experience with them. We used an approach that produced convergent evidence that pigeons do in fact have this ability. We also investigated the nature of the functional equivalences and found convergent evidence that not unlike words for humans; one of the functionally equivalent stimuli had become represented as the other.
The Evidence for Functional Equivalence in Pigeons Using Many-to-One Matching-to-Sample
Matching-to-sample involves a conditional discrimination in which on each trial there is a sample stimulus and two comparison stimuli. The sample signals which of the two comparison stimuli is correct. Thus, a red sample may signal that a large circle (circle) is correct and a green sample, that a smaller circle (dot) is correct. In many-to-one matching there are two other samples, say vertical and horizontal lines, which also indicate that circle and dot are correct, respectively. Thus, red and vertical lines indicate that circle is correct, whereas green and horizontal lines indicate that dot is correct. Although red and vertical-line samples are both associated with choice of the circle, it is not clear that they are functionally equivalent. There are several ways to demonstrate functional equivalence, perhaps the most direct of which involves a transfer of training test.
Transfer of Training
In the example above, functional equivalence between the red and vertical-line samples can be demonstrated by showing that newly acquired properties associated with one of those samples will transfer to the other without specific training. To accomplish this, following many-to-one matching training similar to that described, we trained the pigeons to reassign two of the samples, red and green, to new comparisons, blue and white (Urcuioli, Zentall, Jackson-Smith, & Steirn, 1989) . This phase of training was analogous to Alice's learning something new about dogs. We argued that if during training with many-to-one matching the pigeons had formed two equivalence sets (red and vertical-lines and green and horizontal-lines), then what they had learned about red and green samples during reassignment training should transfer to the remaining samples, vertical and horizontal lines (the design of this experiment appears in Table 1 ). 
Horizontal-line --> Blue _____________________________________________________________________ Note -Stimuli to the left of the arrow are samples, those to the right of the arrow are comparisons.
In fact, we found that most of the pigeons showed good transfer of training. Without specific training they chose the blue comparison when presented with the vertical-line sample and the white comparison when presented with the horizontal line sample, in spite of the fact that they had never before seen those samples presented with those comparisons. Convergent evidence for the development of functional equivalences following many-to-one matching comes from further tests of the equivalence relations.
Sample Discriminability
If functional equivalences form between samples associated with the same comparison stimuli, it should make those samples more difficult to discriminate than samples associated with different comparisons. This hypothesis was tested directly following many-to-one matching training (as described earlier) by asking the pigeons to discriminate two of the samples, to which responding was followed by food, S D stimuli, from the two remaining samples, to which responding was not followed by food, S ? stimuli (the design of this experiment appears in Table 2 ). For Group Consistent, the S D s were the two sample stimuli that during many-to-one training had been associated with one comparison stimulus (e.g., the circle) and the S ? s were the two sample stimuli that during training had been associated with the other comparison stimulus (i.e., the dot). Thus, although two of the samples were now associated with pecking and the other two with the absence of pecking, for this group it was not necessary for the pigeon to treat the red and vertical-line stimuli (or the green and horizontal stimuli) differently from each other.
For Group Inconsistent, however, the S D s were stimuli that during many-to-one training had been associated with different correct comparison stimuli. Thus, for this group it was necessary for the pigeon to treat the red and vertical-line stimuli differently from each other (and to treat the green and horizontal stimuli differently from each other).
Consistent with the hypothesis that the pigeons had formed two functional equivalence classes during many-to-one matching training, pigeons in the consistent group acquired their new successive discrimination significantly faster than those in the inconsistent group.
Interference/Facilitation
In another approach to determining the relation between samples associated with the same comparison, following many-to-one matching pigeons received reassignment training with one pair of samples (e.g., red samples with blue comparisons and green samples with white comparisons). Following reassignment training a delay was inserted between the sample and comparison stimuli and when matching accuracy returned to high levels, one of the remaining samples was inserted into the delay interval (Zentall, Sherburne, & Urcuioli, 1993) . Thus, on some trials, the sample that was inserted into the delay interval was the one that in original training had been associated with the same comparison as the current sample. On these trials, if the interpolated sample from original training was consistent with the presumed functional equivalence set established during many-to-one matching, matching accuracy should be facilitated (the design of this experiment appears in Table 3 ). 
Green ---Vertical-line --> Blue Red ---Horizontal-line --> White Green ---Horizontal-line --> Blue ____________________________________________________________________________________ Note -Stimuli to the left of the arrow are samples, those to the right of the arrow are comparisons. In test, samples not involved in reassignment training were inserted during the retention interval.
On other trials, the sample that was inserted into the delay interval was the one that in original training had been associated with the other comparison. On these trials, if the interpolated sample from original training was inconsistent with the presumed functional equivalence set established during manyto-one matching, it should interfere with matching accuracy. For comparison purposes still other trials served as control trials and there was no stimulus presented during the delay.
In general, the results of this experiment showed facilitation of delayed matching when the interpolated stimulus was associated with the same comparison from the original many-to-one matching task as the current sample and interference when the interpolated stimulus was associated with a comparison from the original many-to-one matching task different from the current sample. In addition, whether facilitation and interference was found depended in large part on the rate at which the original many-to-one matching task was acquired. Fast learners showed the effect but slow learners did not.
A closer examination of the many-to-one acquisition results indicated that the difference in acquisition could be attributed entirely to the rate at whic h the pigeons acquired the line-orientation sample -comparison associations. All of the pigeons acquired the hue sample -comparison associations at about the same rate but pigeons that showed facilitation and interference effects on test trials acquired the line-orientation sample associations significantly faster than the pigeons that did not show facilitation and interference effects.
One explanation for this difference in acquisition is that the pigeons that developed functional equivalences between samples associated with the same comparison could use the relation between the easier-to-acquire hue sample associations to help them acquire the more difficult line-orientation sample associations. One way that they could do this would be to treat each of the line-orientation samples as if it were a hue sample -the one associated with the same comparison. For example, if they treated the vertical sample as if it were the red sample they could use the already-acquired red-sample -circlecomparison association to choose correctly on those trials. Pigeons that did not use the hue-line equivalence relation to acquire the line-sample -comparison association would not benefit from its help in acquisition nor would they show the facilitation and interference effects found for the fast learners on test trials.
Retention Functions
Not only are hue-sample -comparison associations generally acquired faster than line-samplecomparison associations but if a retention interval (or delay) is inserted between the offset of the sample and the onset of the comparison stimuli, the slope of the retention function with increasing delay is typically shallower on hue-sample trials than it is on line-sample trials (Farthing, Wagner, Gilmour, & Waxman, 1977) . In the preceding section I speculated that in the acquisition of many-to-one matching, the pigeons that acquired the line-sample -comparison associations faster may have treated the line samples as if they were hue samples. If they did treat the line samples as if they were hues, then one might expect hues and lines to be remembered similarly. Thus, if a delay were inserted between the sample and the comparison stimuli, one might expect the difference in the slopes of the retention functions for hue-sample trials and line-sample trials to be greatly reduced. When Urcuioli et al. (1989) compared retention functions on hue and line sample trials following one-to-one matching, they found that they were quite different. However, following many-to-one matching the retention functions were virtually identical (see Figure 1) . Delay (sec)
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Hue Samples Line Samples Figure 1 . Retention functions for matching-to-sample with hue samples relative to line samples following one-to-one matching (each sample was associated with a different correct comparison stimulus -top panel) and following many-to-one matching (one hue sample and one line sample were each associated with one comparison stimulus and the other hue sample and the other line sample were each associated with the other comparison stimulus -lower panel).
Partial versus Total Reversals
If the relation between samples associated with the same comparisons causes them to be treated as more alike, then reversing the sample -comparison associations involving line samples should be particularly difficult if the sample -comparison associations involving hue samples are not reversed as well. Assuming that many-to-one matching training results in the functional equivalence of samples associated with the same comparison, the paradoxical prediction is that the reversal of only the two linesample -comparison associations should be more difficult for pigeons to learn than the reversal of both the two line-sample -comparison associations and the two hue-sample -comparison associations. In other words, it is predicted that the partial reversal should be more difficult than the total reversal (see Table 4 ). 
Horizontal-line --> Circle Note -Stimuli to the left of the arrow are samples, those to the right of the arrow are comparisons.
When Zentall, Steirn, Sherburne, and Urcuioli (1991) tested this hypothesis they did find that it took more training to reverse the two line-sample -comparison associations when the two hue-samplecomparison associations remained unchanged than when the two hue-sample -comparison associations were reversed as well. Interestingly, it did not take more training to reverse the two hue-samplecomparison associations when the two line-sample -comparison associations remained unchanged than when the two line-sample -comparison associations were also reversed (see Figure 2) . Zentall et al. (1991) suggested that this asymmetry in the findings may have occurred because during many-to-one matching training, the pigeons may have learned to treat the line samples as if they were hue samples but did not learn to treat the hue samples differently. Thus, it is possible that the pigeons represented the vertical-line sample as the red sample and the horizontal-line sample as the green sample. 
The Basis of Function Equivalence
Behavior analysts should be reluctant to talk about representations of stimuli because speculation about events or processes that cannot be seen generally should be avoided. But there are times when hypothesizing about the nature of the underlying representation can be of value. Speculating about the mechanisms responsible for a particular phenomenon can lead us to conduct informative experiments that one might not otherwise think of conducting. If one is careful about interpreting the results of such experiments, the benefits of such speculation may outweigh the potential costs. Specifically, hypothesizing about the nature of the representation of stimuli involved in matching-to-sample can lead to experiments that inform us about the roles played by the various events.
Memory for the Sample Versus Memory for the Correct Comparison Stimulus
Consider a matching-to-sample task in which line samples indicate which of two hue comparisons is correct. If a delay is inserted between the offset of the sample and the onset of the comparison stimuli, one may wonder what it is that allows the pigeons to bridge the delay. The most reasonable candidate is some trace of the sample -what some might refer to as a retrospective memory as it involves some aspect of the past event. But an alternative hypothesis is that the representation consists of a response intention. Specifically, if the sample was a red stimulus, during the delay, the pigeon may remember that it intends to choose the vertical-line comparison -what some might refer to as a prospective memory as it involves some aspect of a future event. But how is one to distinguish empirically between these two unobservable representations?
One approach is to ask what effect manipulation of the difficulty of the sample and comparison discrimination might have on matching accuracy as the delay increases between sample offset and comparison onset. As noted earlier, Farthing et al. (1977) found that identity matching involving hues showed a shallower retention function than identity matching involving line-orientations -distinctive hues are remembered better than less distinctive lines. This finding allows us to ask if it is the sample dimension or the comparison dimension that is responsible for this effect. If the pigeons are remembering the sample during the delay, one would expect the dimension of the sample to play a more important role in the slope of the retention function, whereas if the pigeons are remembering which comparison they will choose at the end of the delay, one would expect the dimension of the comparison stimuli to play a more important role in the slope of the retention function.
In a 2 X 2 design we manipulated the sample dimension (hues vs. lines) and the comparison dimension (hues vs. lines) independently and found that the sample dimension affected the slope of the retention function but not the comparison dimension (Urcuioli & Zentall, 1986 ). Thus, not surprisingly, during the delay, the pigeons appeared to remember the sample rather than an intention to choose the correct comparison stimulus.
The Nature of the Representation in Many-to-One Matching
With only one sample associated with each of the comparison stimuli it appears that during the delay the pigeons remember the sample, but would that also be true if two samples are associated with the same comparison, as is the case with the many-to-one procedure. In this case, it may be more efficient to remember which of two comparison stimuli is correct that to remember which of the four possible samples was presented. Urcuioli (1996) reasoned that pigeons may acquire many-to-one matching by using the prospective representation of the common correct comparison stimulus as a mediator ('c 1 ' and 'c 2 ', see le ft panel of Table 5 ). Then in the transfer of training design, during reassignment training, presentation of sample S 1 or S 2 should elicit the representation of the common correct comparison stimulus from original training 'c 1 ' or 'c 2 ' which in turn would become associated with the new correct comparison C 3 or C 4 (see middle panel of Table 5 ). Finally, on test trials, presentation of the remaining samples S 3 and S 4 from original many-to-one training would also elicit the representation of the common correct comparison stimulus from original training 'c 1 ' or 'c 2 ' which because of reassignment training should now be associated with C 3 or C 4 (see right panel of Table 5 ) and transfer of training should be found. 
Many-to-One Versus One-to-Many Matching.
Horizontal-line -'dot'-> White Note -If during original training the Vertical-line sample elicits a prospective 'circle' mediator and during reassignment training the prospective 'circle' mediator is associated with the Blue comparison stimulus then during test the Vertical-line sample should elicit the 'circle' mediator which in turn should lead to choice of the Blue comparison stimulus.
According to Urcuioli (1996) , this model of functional equivalence predicts that functional equivalence should not be found if original training involves one-to-many matching. That is, if each of two samples is associated with two different correct comparison stimuli, a representation of the correct comparison stimulus should not predict the transfer of training (see Table 6 ). This is an interesting prediction because when stimulus equivalence is studied in humans, one-to-many training is often used to establish it (Sidman, 1971; Sidman, & Cresson, 1973; Sidman & Tailby, 1982; Spradlin & Saunders, 1986) . 
Horizontal-line -'dot'-> White ____________________________________________________________________________________ Note -During original training the Red sample may elicit a prospective 'circle' mediator. But during reassignment training the prospective 'circle' mediator is not associated with anything new. Thus, on test trials, eliciting the 'circle' should not lead to choice of the Blue comparison stimulus. Support for this model of functional equivalence was found by Urcuioli, Zentall, & DeMarse, (1995) . Although strong evidence for the development of functional equivalence was found for pigeons following many-to-one matching training using the same stimuli, they found little evidence for the development of functional equivalence following one-to-many matching training. Urcuioli (1996) nicely predicts the absence of transfer effects following training with one-to-many matching it fails to account for other findings. For example, Urcuioli et al. (1989) trained pigeons on many-to-one matching with hue and line samples and either hue comparisons or line comparisons and they found that when a delay was inserted between the offset of the sample and the onset of the comparison stimuli, the slope of the retention function was not affected by the dimension of the comparison stimuli. If pigeons had used the correct comparison to mediate the sample -comparison association, the comparison dimension should have affected the slope of the retention function.
The Effect of Comparison Discriminability. Although the mediation model proposed by
As mentioned earlier, Urcuioli et al. (1989) also found that following training with many-to-one matching, the dimension of the samples also had little effect on the slope of the retention functions. This finding suggests that not only was the basis of memory the sample rather than the correct comparison, but that there were similar representations for hue and line-orientation samples.
Further Evidence from an Analysis of Retention Functions.
To further investigate the nature of the representation during many-to-one matching training Zentall, Sherburne, & Urcuioli (1995) took advantage of a well established but surprising phenomenon. When matching-to-sample training involves samples that represent the presence versus the absence of an event (a hue or a shape, Grant, 1991, or the presence vs. the absence of food, ) and a delay is inserted between the offset of the sample and the onset of the comparison stimuli, the retention functions for food sample trials are quite different from those for no-food sample trials. On food-sample trials, the retention function has a steep slope, whereas on no-food-sample trials, the retention function is quite shallow. Grant (1991) has argued that when divergent retention functions are found, it suggests that the representations used during the retention interval must be retrospective in nature because only the samples involve an asymmetry (present vs. absent). Although there is some controversy over the explanation of these divergent retention functions (see Zentall, Kaiser, Clement, Weaver, & Campbell, 2000) the divergent retention functions found with this procedure can serve as an effective tool with which to study the nature of the representations.
Because the retention functions that one finds following training with present/present samples, such as red and green hues, are typically parallel and are very similar to each other, if one pair of samples are the presence and the absence of food while the other pair of samples are red and green hues, the relative slopes of the retention functions following many-to-one matching training can be quite informative. If samples associated with the same comparison are represented in the same way, one would expect that the retention functions involving those trials would also look quite similar. Thus, retention functions obtained following many-to-one training with food, and no-food samples, and with red and green samples, should either all be parallel or the retention function for the hue sample associated with the same comparison stimulus as the food sample should be quite steep, while the retention function for the hue sample associated with the same comparison stimulus as the no-food sample should be quite shallow. In fact, Zentall et al. (1995) found divergent retention function for both the food-and no-food-sample trials and the red-and green-sample trials. Thus, not only did the results of this experiment offer support for the functional equivalence of samples associated with the same comparison and for the retrospective representation of those samples but it also suggests that during the retention interval, the hue samples were represented as food and no-food samples rather than the reverse.
During many-to-one matching training it is interesting to speculate about what characteristics of the sample will determine which pair of samples will be represented as the other. Given the biological importance of food to a pigeon and the ease of discriminating the presence versus the absence of food, it is not surprising that the hues were represented by the presence versus the absence of food. However, we have also found that when the present/absent samples were yellow and no-stimulus (stimuli that should not be biologically important) and the other two samples were shapes, divergent retention functions were found, suggesting that the pigeons also formed representations of these present/absent samples. Future research may determine the conditions under which many-to-one matching training results in the representation of one pair of samples in terms of the other (e.g., whether it is the easiest discrimination to acquire or perhaps the one that is acquired first regardless of its difficulty). In any case, whatever information is provided by future research, speculation about the nature of the representations developed during many-to-one matching (typically avoided by behavior analysts) has led to the discovery of effects that would likely not have been found in the absence of such speculation.
Alternatives to Many-to-One Matching-to-Sample Training Symmetry Training
Although virtually all of the research that has found evidence for functional equivalence in pigeons has involved training with many-to-one matching, another procedure that has met with some success has been symmetry training (Zentall, Clement, & Weaver, 2003) . With this procedure, two stimuli (e.g., red and circle on some trials, green and plus on others) are presented successively and are followed by reinforcement. Over trials, the two stimuli are presented in both orders (e.g., sometimes red first sometimes circle first). This research was prompted by the hypothesis that symmetry training should teach the pigeons that the two stimuli are interchangeable and thus, are functionally equivalent. The test of this hypothesis involved a transfer of training design as shown in Table 7 . During reassignment training, one pair of stimuli from original training (e.g., circle and plus) served as samples and were associated with a pair of comparison stimuli. In the test phase, the remaining pair of stimuli from original training (e.g., red and green) were presented as samples with the comparison stimuli from reassignment training. The test data indicted that symmetry training had indeed resulted in the functional equivalence of the symmetry-trained stimuli. Plus -> Blue Green -> Blue Plus -Green -Rf _____________________________________________________________________________ Note -During symmetry training stimuli were presented successively followed by reinforcement (Rf). Stimuli to the left of the arrow are samples, those to the right of the arrow are comparisons.
Multiple Successive Reversal Training
One more procedure that has been used to develop functional equivalence in pigeons should be mentioned. Vaughan (1988) selected 40 pictures of trees to show pigeons. During original training he defined a random set of 20 pictures as S D stimuli and the remaining 20 pictures as S ? stimuli. Once the pigeons had acquired the successive discrimination, the consequences of responding to the two sets of stimuli was reversed, and then reversed again, repeatedly. After a large number of such successive reversals, Vaughan found that early in a session (i.e., after a small number of stimuli from each set had been presented), the pigeons responded appropriately to the remaining members of each set. Thus, these arbitrarily assigned stimuli had become two functional stimulus classes, in spite of the fact that they shared no more in common (in terms of their physical similarity or their overall reinforcement histories) than they did with each member of the other class. Once the current status of each set was determined, the pigeons could respond appropriately to the remaining members.
Conclusions
When stimuli become functionally equivalent, emergent relations develop among them such that new experiences with a subset of those stimuli transfer to the remaining stimuli in the set. Using a variety of assessment procedures following many-to-one matching training and evidence has been found for emergent stimulus relations between members of the equivalence set. The most direct evidence comes from transfer of training experiments in which one member of each presumed set of samples is associated with new comparison stimuli and it is found that emergent untrained relations have developed between the remaining samples and the new comparison stimuli. Convergent evidence indicates that when two sample stimuli are associated with the same comparison stimulus it is then harder to discriminate them from each other and they are forgotten at the same rate. Furthermore, poor retention of one stimulus in a presumed function equivalence set can be facilitated by presenting a different stimulus from that set during the retention interval. Finally, investigation of the nature of the representation that mediates the sample -comparison association following training with many-to-one matching suggests that it may be one member of the equivalence set.
Although most research on functional equivalence in pigeons has involved training with many-toone matching, two alternative methods for establishing a functional equivalence set in pigeons have also been studied. The first involves the repeated successive reversal of the valence of stimuli that in any given session are associated with the same consequence. The second involves symmetry training in which bidirectional associations established between stimuli allow those stimuli to be later interchangeable. The variety of training procedures that appear to result in the establishment of function equivalence suggests that there is considerable flexibility in the learning of pigeons. Procedures such as these have already been shown to be valuable in treating children who have difficulty learning by traditional methods.
